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Gender
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What degree program are you pursuing now?
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male
Female48.3%

51.7%

Copy

Bachelor's
Master’s
MPhil
Doctorate
Other

13.4%

32.1%

53.9%



What subject area are you currently pursuing?
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How much of the syllabus was covered in the class?
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How well did the teachers prepare for the classes?
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Copy

Arts
Commerce
Science
Professional
Other

16.8%

13.1%

8.8%
26.1%

35.1%

Copy

85 to 100%
70 to 84%
55 to 69%
Option 4
Below 30%

24.1%

8.8%

32.5%

30.6%

Copy

Thoroughly
Satisfactorily
Poorly
Indifferently
Won’t teach at all

12.1%
49.4%

32.3%



How well were the teachers able to communicate?
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The teacher’s approach to teaching can best be described as

464 responses

Fairness of the internal evaluation process by the teachers.

464 responses

Copy

Always effective
Sometimes effective
Just satisfactorily
Generally ineffective
Very poor communication

18.3%

20.7%

50%

Copy

Excellent
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor

8.8%

33%

29.5%
25.9%

Copy

Always fair
Usually fair
Sometimes unfair
Usually unfair
Unfair

15.3%29.1%

48.1%



Was your performance in assignments discussed with you?
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The institute takes active interest in promoting internship, student
exchange, field visit
opportunities for students.
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The teaching and mentoring process in your institution facilitates you in
cognitive, social and
emotional growth
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Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

8.6%

9.7%
16.2%

25.2%

40.3%

Copy

Regularly
Often
Sometimes
Rarely
Never

11.2%

23.9%

12.3%

42.2%

Copy

Significantly
Very well
Moderately
Marginally
Not at all

19.6%

7.3%

19%

47%



The institution provides multiple opportunities to learn and grow.
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Teachers inform you about your expected competencies, course
outcomes and programme
outcomes
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Your mentor does a necessary follow-up with an assigned task to you.
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Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

8%

20.3%

40.5%

27.8%

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

15.3%

28.2%

45%

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
I don’t have a mentor

17%

32.1%

36%



The teachers illustrate the concepts through examples and applications.
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The teachers identify your strengths and encourage you with providing
right level of
challenges.
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Teachers are able to identify your weaknesses and help you to overcome
them.
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Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

12.1%
28.2%

47.4%

Copy

Fully
Reasonably
Partially
Slightly
Unable to7.3%

17.7%

23.7%

41.2%

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

9.7%

15.3%

25%

41.6%



The institution makes effort to engage students in the monitoring, review
and continuous
quality improvement of the teaching learning process.
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The institute/ teachers use student centric methods, such as experiential
learning, participative
learning and problem solving methodologies for enhancing learning
experiences.
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Teachers encourage you to participate in extracurricular activities.
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Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

21.1%

41.6%

26.5%

Copy

To a great extent
Moderate
Some what
Very little
Not at all

13.4%

12.1%

40.5%

28.2%

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

17.5%

41.2%

30.8%



Efforts are made by the institute/ teachers to inculcate soft skills, life
skills and employability
skills to make you ready for the world of work.
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What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LCD projector,
Multimedia, etc. while
teaching.
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The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your institute is very
good.

464 responses

Copy

To a great extent
Moderate
Some what
Very little
Not at all

8.6%

12.3%
13.1%

33.6%

32.3%

Copy

Above 90%
70 – 89%
50 – 69%
30 – 49%
Below 29%

11.4%

32.8%
12.1%

20.5%

23.3%

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

22%

40.1%

25.9%



Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching – learning
experience
in your institution.
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Good

Good

Yes

No

Nothing

Nothing

No suggestions

1 Make Better Communication with students

Very good

No comments

Everything is good

A good direction and increase in teaching activities and modification of teacher's behavior and
his reading power and new methods of education like projector, multimedia, and other
techniques should be taught.

Internet/good study/development

Ha

No answer

Regular class

God

Our college is good

All good

Improve education quality



Nil

Non

Gjjhfyi

...

Syllebus complete and clear over every doute

-

The teachers try to complete the syllabus but not to connect with the students.They explain
the topics as much as they can,but many of the students are not satisfied.The teachers say
that if we have doubts in any question we may go to them but a student has not cleared the
basics,how will he go???

Daily practical, daily classes, need experienced teacher.

I'm not agree in my teachers teaching.they are not example explain

1.Padhai achha hai
2.teacher achha hai
3.class room thik hai

Daily practical ,daily classes and

Need more experienced professors.

Institute Is very poor in the field of progress of students specially science.there is no
internship,no student exchange program and all of that .Teacher's may be prepared before take
class .

1.All practical appratus availability for physics department in our institute.

Daily practical and more classroom.
And Smart learning skills in 3D

1. Give importance to every child's answer Try to give participation to every child during class-
room discussion. ,

2. Understand the children present in your class....

3. Every child is special....

4. Value the autonomy of children's learning

1 best teacher ki jarurat hai
2.prectical instrument
3.course complete krwana chahiye



Use of ict tools can be increased for greater understanding

It's okay

Experimental learning

1. Separate Professors for english medium students
2. Sufficient books of latest authors to be made available
3. Sports items should be provided which is always missing

....

Practical achhe se krwaye.

Teaching best h
Teacher is a good study

All are very cooperative

Teacher way' of teaching is completely different
Teach with fun

Study very well with projector

Study very well with projector .

�

टीचस� अपने �ूड�ट्स के साथ सही तरीके से बात करे िजससे उसके आ�िव�ास पर कोई �भाव न पड़े

Sab achha hai

1.There are required to projectors and projector room ,a student can't imagine sometimes.
2. There are not a good environment for Master cource its looking like digree collage.
3. We required community and carrier program , entering the master cource .

A master degree holder can't conversation in English ,which is mostly required in the present
time .
This is basic problem in here whose solutions are required i hope collage authority take action
and solve this
Thank you

Timing, regular classes, continue text

It very good all teaches

बुक ज�ी �दान िकया जाना चािहए

Over all best institute



Teacher illustrate concept with example

No suggestions

Sab thik hai

Provide smart class room, projectors, strong practical facilities

1 No fee
2 Extra time given for students
3

Practical instrument are not work

Smart class both language english hindi

1. पा��म को उदाहरण सिहत सरल करके ��ुत िकया जाए तािक िव�ािथ�यो ंको पा��म बोझ ना लगे
2. चंूिक िडिजटल िव�ान का दौर है इसिलए िश�को ं�ारा अनुभिवत िडिजटल सुिवधा की जानकारी िव�ािथ�यो ंको
�ा� िकया जाए िजससे िव�ाथ� �यं पा��म को समझने की कोिशश भी कर�
3 �ितिदन सभी िवषयो ंकी पढ़ाई कराई जाए.

Value the autonomy of children's learning

Teaching is very poor kya hi bolu is college ke bare m

Able regular experience teacher.

1. Teacher must to incourage Students about learn
2. Must to exercise experiments
3 . Exercise about syllabus and all over

Use example in higher education, support low student

िश�क कुछ चीजो ंको िह�ी मे बताये

1. Use of lcd pannel and extra things.
2. Provide other details behalf of course like social life.
3. Provide all the details regarding career.

1. Use of lcd pannel and extra things.
2. Provide other details behalf of course like social life.
3. Provide all the details regarding career.

1. Treat students politely.
2. No one should talk objectionable about our old college.
3.Everything else is fine... :)

Our college in a new teachers ,our practical in a new intument



my experience is very too much and I am very lucky that I study in this college

Our teachers were good in their teaching skills , methods and their practical knowledge.

1.Modern methods of educating should be adopted.

2.Bigger classrooms should be provided inorder to handle the full occupancy of the students.

3.Proper attention and education should be provided to the students of English Medium
Stream also.

To a great extent

Daliy classes
3 times Practicle in weak
Classes with projector

Bigger classrooms should be provided inorder to handle the full occupancy of the students

Bad facility,teachers not good,not tezching very well

Strongly agree

Need experienced teachers

पा��म को उदाहरण सिहत समझाना चािहए

Use Projectors, Library & Reading material

Learning experience is good

1.

All thiks is good

We need some new apparatus for practical purpose

.Use of Technology

Slightly good efforts by teacher but it can be better

Just nothing

Best

Uses of projector
Strong practical



10/10

Real life examples are not shown to understand the concept in better way.

Real life examples are not shown to understand the concept in better way.

Bhut accha

Teaching from projector should be more effective to us ,, we learn the concepts clearly

Ok
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